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Chapter 5

Alternatives Analysis
The evaluation of future development alternatives represents a critical step in the airport master planning process. 
The primary goal is to define a path for future development that provides an efficient use of resources and is 
capable of accommodating the forecast demand and facility needs defined in the master plan.

Introduction
As noted in the facility requirements evaluation, current and long-term planning for Madras Municipal Airport 
is based on maintaining and improving the Airport’s ability to serve a range of general aviation and transport 
category aircraft. Existing facilities accommodate a wide variety of aircraft types including conventional fixed-wing 
and rotary-wing aircraft. The unique mix of aircraft activity at the Airport requires facility improvements capable of 
accommodating demand, while maintaining safety for all users. Existing airfield facilities generally meet or exceed 
FAA ADG II and TDG 2 standards, although the runway-taxiway system routinely accommodates ADG III and IV, 
and TDG 3 and 4 aircraft. Proposed improvements related to these aircraft are presented as reserves, since the 
activity falls below the FAA’s threshold of 500 annual operations required for FAA funding eligibility. The reserves 
will allow the Airport to preserve long term development options and pursue other sources of funding, as needed. 
Non-conforming items identified in the facility requirements assessment will be addressed in the appropriate 
airside or landside development alternatives.

Table 5-1 summarizes the primary demand factors and corresponding facility needs that will be evaluated in the 
alternatives analysis. Individual facility development reserves are defined as 100 percent of the net forecast to 
account for uncertainty in predicting demand for new hangars and aircraft parking.DRAFT
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TABLE 5-1: SUMMARY OF DEMAND FACTORS AND FACILITY DEVELOPMENT NEEDS –MADRAS MUNICIPAL AIRPORT

Item Defined Facility Needs in Current 20-year Planning Period
Forecast Increase in Based Aircraft • Facility Planning Metric: +31 Aircraft (22 “new” aircraft requiring hangar and apron 

storage; 9 inactive aircraft currently stored on Airport)
• Forecast + 100% Development Reserve = 44 aircraft
• Assumes 50/50 split between Erickson (Aero Tanker and Collection) and non-

Erickson Aircraft for forecast (+22 new based aircraft) and 100% development 
reserves (+22 new based aircraft)
» +11 Non-Erickson Aircraft (20-year forecast – net increase above current total)
» +11 Erickson Aircraft (20-year forecast – net increase above current total)
» +11 Non-Erickson Aircraft (100% development reserve)
» +11 Erickson Aircraft (100% development reserve)

Runway-Taxiway System • FAR Part 77 Airspace 
» No change in current runway designation

• Runway 16/34 (Non-Precision Instrument)
• Crosswind Runway (Visual)

• Magnetic Variation Change to Runway 16/34 (to be re-designated “17/35”)
• No change in Runway 16/34 width or length based on forecast design aircraft
• Runway 16/34 development reserves recommended for large GA aircraft fleet 

(5,260 feet) and transport category air tankers (6,000 feet) with parallel taxiway 
extensions 

• Options for 3,000 x 60’ crosswind runway or widened primary runway to be 
considered based on Runway 16/34 wind coverage (<95%) for small aircraft 

• 90-degree connectors for Taxiways A1 and A4 
Helicopter Operating Area (New) • Develop separate aircraft operations area for helicopters

» Designated Helipad (capable of supporting simultaneous operations with 
runways in VFR conditions)

» Parking for USFS Type 1-3 helicopters use in wildfire response\
» Hangar development area for helicopter operators 

• FAR Part 77 Airspace (define protected airspace for helipad; to be incorporated 
into airspace defined for future runway configuration)

Based Aircraft Hangars • Assumes 90% of non-Erickson based aircraft will require hangar space
• Assumes 100% of Erickson Collection aircraft will require hangar space 

Based Aircraft Parking • Assumes 10% of non-Erickson based aircraft will required tiedowns in the current 
planning period

• Assumes 100% of Erickson Aero Tanker aircraft will require apron/hardstand 
parking

Commercial Hangars • Identify development space within landside areas (market driven, not reflected in 
storage hangar demand projection)

FBO/Terminal Building • Identify development options for expansion of existing structure and vehicle 
parking

Transient Large Airplane Parking • 3 Positions +1 Reserve
Transient Helicopter Parking • 3 Positions +1 Reserve
Aircraft Fueling Facilities • Reserve space for additional above ground fuel storage tank (≤12,000 gallons)

• Reserve space for secure fuel truck parking

DRAFT
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Development Alternatives Analysis Process
The preliminary alternatives will focus primarily on the airside and landside improvements needed to 
accommodate current and future demand, including reserves based on activity beyond the needs of the current/
future design aircraft. Based on available land capacity, options will include reconfiguration or expansion of 
existing on-airport development areas. No property acquisition is anticipated, although reconfiguration of some 
parcels may be considered if beneficial to the Airport. 

Airport development challenges to be resolved include:

1. Optimize operational efficiency and safety for fixed wing aircraft and helicopters.

2. Identify the highest and best use of existing and future Airport landside capacity.

3. Define future aeronautical needs to support definition of future non-aeronautical areas available for 
development on the Airport.

4. Provide compliance with all applicable FAA standards. 

FAA PLANNING GUIDANCE
The evaluation process utilized in this study is based on guidance provided in AC 150/5070-6B Airport Master 
Planning. Evaluation criteria categories selected to support the evaluation of development alternatives include:

Operational Capability – Includes criteria that evaluate how well the airport functions as a system and is able to 
satisfy future activity levels, meet functional objectives such as accommodating the design aircraft, and provide 
for the most efficient taxiway system or aircraft parking layout.

FAA Design Standards– Includes an analysis of existing FAA design standards and various requirements or areas 
of focus currently identified by Advisory Circulars.

Airspace Compatibility – Includes the identification and analysis of the impacts that proposed changes to the 
airport environment would have on the local and regional airspace systems.

Land Use, Transportation, and Environmental Compatibility - Includes an analysis of best planning practices as 
they relate to land use, transportation systems, and a cursory analysis/identification of potential environmental 
effects as defined in FAA order 1050.1 Environmental Impacts Policies and Procedures and FAA Order 5050.4 
FAA Airports Guidance for Complying with NEPA.

By analyzing the development alternatives against the evaluation criteria presented above, and subsequently 
discussed with local stakeholders and interested airport users, an interactive process of identifying and selecting 
elements of a preferred alternative will emerge that can best accommodate all required facility improvements.

Throughout this process, the City of Madras will seek public input and coordination with the Planning Advisory 
Committee (PAC) and FAA to shape the preferred alternative.

Once the preferred alternative is selected by the City of Madras, a detailed capital improvement program will 
be created that identifies and prioritizes specific projects to be implemented. The elements of the preferred 
alternative will be integrated into the updated ALP drawings that will guide future improvements at the airport.
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Development Alternative Summaries
The development alternatives are intended to facilitate a discussion about the most effective way to meet 
the facility needs of the airport. The facility needs identified in the previous chapter and depicted accordingly 
within each development alternative include a variety of airside and landside needs. Items such as lighting 
improvements, minor roadway extensions and pavement maintenance do not typically require an alternatives 
analysis and will be incorporated into the preferred development alternative and the ALP. The development 
alternatives have been organized accordingly:

• No-Build Alternative (no graphic)
• Airside Alternatives
» Airside 1 (Figure 5-1)
» Airside 2 (Figure 5-2)
» Airside 3 (no graphic)

• East Landside Alternatives: 
» Terminal Area 1/2/3 (Figures 5-3 to 5-5)
» Landside – Central Hangar Area A/B/C (Figures 5-6 and 5-7)
» Landside – South Hangar Area (Figure 5-8)
» Landside – North Hangar Area (Figure 5-9)

The preliminary development alternatives described below and illustrated in Figures 5-1 through 5-9 are intended 
to illustrate the key elements of each proposed concept. It is important to note that the eventual preferred 
alternative selected by the City of Madras may come from one of the alternatives, a combination or hybrid of 
the alternatives, or a new concept that evolves through the evaluation and discussion of the alternatives. As 
noted earlier, the City has the option of limiting future facility improvements based on financial considerations or 
development limitations.

No Build Alternative
A No-Build Alternative is included to represent the maintenance of existing facilities and capabilities. Unlike 
the active development alternatives that are intended to respond to future demand for facility needs, the No-
Build Alternative represents a “no-action” option. The existing airfield would remain unchanged from its present 
configuration and the Airport would be operated in a “maintenance-only” mode.

No improvement in public use facilities would be planned, although construction of private hangars or related 
facilities could be accommodated within currently developed areas.

The primary result of this alternative would be the inability of the airport to accommodate aviation demand 
beyond current facility capabilities, including the addition of instrument approach capabilities. Future aviation 
activity would be constrained by the capacity, safety, and operational limits of the existing airport facilities. In 
addition, the absence of new facility development effectively limits the airport sponsor’s ability to increase airport 
revenues and operate the airport on a financially sustainable basis over the long term.

The no-action alternative establishes a baseline from which the other alternatives can be developed and 
compared. The purpose and need for the alternatives are defined by the findings of the forecasts and facilities 
requirements analyses. The need to safely accommodate access and use of the public transportation facility 
provides the underlying rationale for making facility improvements. The timing of public investment in facilities is 
driven by safety, capacity, and the ability to operate an airport on a financially sustainable basis, whereas market 
factors generally determine the level and pace of private investment in hangars or other facilities at an airport.

Based on the factors noted above, the No-Build Alternative is inconsistent with the management and 
development policies established by the City of Madras and its commitment to provide a safe and efficient 
air transportation facility to serve the surrounding areas that is socially, environmentally, and economically 
sustainable.
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AIRSIDE DEVELOPMENT ALTERNATIVES
Overview
The proposed airside alternatives address facility improvements for aircraft operational areas, including runways, 
taxiways, and helicopter landing areas. The evaluations are primarily focused on accommodating forecast 
demand and improving operational safety for a wide range of users. 

Common Components
• Runway 16/34 Extension Reserves;
» Large GA Fleet and Transport Category Lengths

• Crosswind Improvements;
• Eliminated Aligned Taxiway; 
• Helicopter Operations Area; and 
• New/Upgraded Airport Surface Access (RPZ Compliant).

Primary Runway
Two runway extension reserve lengths (Reserve 1 - R1 and Reserve 2 - R2) are presented for Runway 16/34 in the 
airside alternatives. As described in the Facility Requirements chapter, the R1 length (5,260 feet) corresponds to 
the requirements of the large aircraft fleet (<60,000 pounds), which would include a typical ARC B-II business 
jet. The R2 length (6,000 feet) corresponds to the typical requirements of large air tanker aircraft, including the 
MD-87 operated by Erickson Aero Tanker. Both of the runway reserves maintain the existing ARC-B-II design 
standards currently applied to Runway 16/34. The runway extensions are presented as reserves since the 
underlying activity requiring the additional runway length are not directly related to the existing or future critical 
aircraft, and therefore, do not meet FAA funding eligibility criteria. 

The purpose of depicting the reserves is to provide sufficient guidance for the Airport to consider pursuing other 
funding sources. It is noted that while R2 in particular represents a desired level of facility capabilities, smaller, 
incremental extensions will also improve on the existing constrained operations for large air tankers.

Crosswind Runway
The 3,000-foot length proposed for the future crosswind runway maintains the length defined in the 2010 airport 
master plan’s preferred alternative. This length corresponds to the requirements formerly defined by FAA for “75 
percent of small airplanes,” with an adjustment made to account for a nominal headwind of 9 knots. Small aircraft 
takeoff and landing distances may be reduced significantly when operating into a significant headwind. For 
example the Cessna Pilot’s Operating Handbook for the 150 and 172 models advise pilots to “decrease takeoff 
and landing distances by 10 percent for each 9 knots headwind.” This scenario is reasonable for the proposed 
crosswind runway, since the wind conditions that would favor its use will generally approach or exceed pilot 
proficiency or the operating limits of most small aircraft using Runway 16/34. 

The FAA’s current guidance on calculating runway length requirements for small airplanes (less than 12,500 
pounds) is limited to 95 and 100 percent groupings of the fleet, and a second tier of requirements for aircraft 
with approach speeds less than 50 knots. Although the previous FAA runway length guidance for the 75 percent 
grouping of the small airplane fleet has been eliminated, it provides a reasonable gauge of runway length 
requirements for the majority of small single-engine piston aircraft. The proposed crosswind runway options meet 
ARC A/B-I (small aircraft) standards. 

Helicopter Operating Area (HOA)
The development of a helicopter operating area (HOA) addresses a facility need that is driven by the Airport’s 
high volume of helicopter activity, including active wildfire response and training. The HOA is intended to 
accommodate the majority of the Airport’s helicopter activity, including the heavy-lift helicopters that stage from 
the hardstands located adjacent to Taxiway A. 
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The proposed HOA concepts relocate the aircraft parking in conjunction with the development of a designated 
landing area (helipad). The proposed helipad locations meet the FAA’s required 700-foot separation to allow 
simultaneous VFR operations between the helipad and all adjacent runways. Preliminary approach and departure 
paths are depicted for each site, which may require changes to existing traffic patterns.

RPZs and Roadway Extensions 
All proposed future RPZs are located entirely on airport property. All proposed roadway extensions avoid existing/
future RPZs. 

Airside 1
The runway configuration in Airside Alternative 1 (see Figure 5-1) is based on the preferred alternative depicted 
on the 2010 Airport Layout Plan, with specific refinements reflecting updated assessments. 

Runway 16/34
The R1 and R2 runway extensions are proposed at the south end of the runway. The R1 extension is 171 feet, which 
increases overall runway length to 5,260 feet. The R2 extension is 740 feet, which increases overall runway length 
to 6,000 feet. The Runway 34 RPZ for the R2 reserve extends over a section of NW Glass Drive; a conceptual 
realignment of the road to clear the RPZ is depicted. 

The proposed Runway 16 threshold location provides clear 34:1 Non-Precision Instrument (NPI) approaches and 
40:1 TERPS departure surfaces for vehicles traveling on NW Glass Drive and NW Dogwood Lane. 

Crosswind Runway
In this option, the future configuration closes Runway 4/22 and replaces it with a new 3,000 x 60-foot crosswind 
runway. Based on available wind data, a proposed realignment 050-230 degrees (Runway 5/23) provides a slight 
increase in wind coverage. As proposed, the east end of the runway is accessed by a single taxiway that extends 
from Taxiway A4, located at the Runway 16 end. 

An aircraft turnaround is located at the Runway 5 end to facilitate aircraft movement on the runway. Based on the 
level of air traffic usage, no parallel taxiway is proposed. The future Runway Protection Zones (RPZ) are contained 
entirely on airport property with no conflicting land uses.

It is noted that project sequencing is yet to be determined. However, both Runway 4/22 and the proposed 
replacement Runway 5/23 are compatible with the proposed configuration of the HOA. Closing Runway 4/22 will 
allow redevelopment of the north section of the Airport to support mixed aeronautical and non-aeronautical land 
uses. 

Taxiways
The aligned taxiway that provide access to Runway 
4/22 is removed as part of the crosswind runway 
replacement/relocation. The bypass taxiway extending 
from Taxiway A4 to the north access taxiway is also 
eliminated. A new access taxiway is proposed at the 
Runway 16 end, to connect with Taxiway A1. The access 
taxiway extends to the near (east) end of Runway 5/23. 

Other taxiway improvements include a reconfiguration 
of Taxiway A4 from the acute angle geometry to 
conventional 90-degee connection. 90-degree 
connectors are also depicted for the R1 and R2 ends 
of Runway 34, although the modification could also be 
applied to Taxiway A1. TDG IV

TDG II

240'
300'DRAFT
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The two runway reserves identified at the south end of Runway 16/34 include parallel taxiway extensions based 
on standard ARC-B-II runway separations. The separation for these taxiways may also be increased to up to 400 
feet, if designed to accommodate ARC C-III aircraft (MD-87).

The existing taxiway connection from Runway 16/34 to the alternate grass landing area located opposite 
of Taxiway A2 is relocated to eliminate the “high energy crossing” in the middle one-third of Runway 16/34. 
Relocations are proposed for the existing runway and the R2 length.

Helicopter Operating Area (HOA)
The proposed HOA is located near the northwest corner of the Airport, west of Runway 4/22. As presented, 
the development area includes a helipad, aircraft parking apron, and hangar sites adjacent to the apron. The 
helipad location exceeds the 700-foot separation required for all existing and future runways to accommodate 
simultaneous operations in VFR conditions. The aircraft parking area is proposed with 5 Type large/medium 
helicopter parking positions, with additional expansion identified for hard surface apron or parking in adjacent 
unpaved areas. 

Three approach surfaces are assumed for the south, west and north ends of the helipad to avoid interactions 
with runway approach surfaces. Potential changes to existing airport traffic patterns will be reviewed, as needed. 
Helicopter traffic pattern altitudes are typically lower than the patterns for conventional aircraft (e.g., 500’ AGL vs. 
1,000’ AGL).

Airside 2
The runway configuration in Airside Alternative 2 (see Figure 5-2) maintains and modifies the existing crosswind 
runway (4/22) and locates the HOA near midfield on the west side of Runway 16/34.

Runway 16/34
The proposed R1 and R2 runway extensions are divided between the south and north ends of the runway with 
reserve parallel taxiway extensions. The 171-foot R1 extension is located at the south end of the runway. The 740-
foot R2 extension is located at the north end of the runway. The north extension is the maximum length possible 
while avoiding an RPZ crossing over NW Dogwood Lane. This configuration eliminates the need to realign roads 
south of the runway to clear the R1/R2 RPZ. The proposed Runway 16 threshold location provides clear 34:1 Non-
Precision Instrument (NPI) approach and 40:1 TERPS departure surfaces for vehicles traveling on NW Dogwood 
Lane NW Glass Drive. 

Crosswind Runway
In this option, Runway 4/22 is retained and upgraded to a future 3,000 x 60-foot dimension. The future 
improvement shifts the Runway 22 end approximately 1,025 feet west to clear the Runway 22 RPZ and NW 
Dogwood Lane. A 1,324-foot extension is added to the west end of the runway, in addition to increasing the 
runway width from 50 feet to 60 feet. The future Runway Protection Zones (RPZ) are contained entirely on airport 
property with no conflicting land uses.

Taxiways
As proposed, the existing aligned taxiway and the small bypass taxiway are closed and a new access taxiway is 
provided to Runway 4/22. The new access taxiway extends from Taxiway A4, located at the Runway 16 end. The 
proposed taxiway alignment avoids the Runway 16 TERPS departure surface, the approach surface, and the RPZ. 
Aircraft turnarounds are proposed at both ends of Runway 4/22 to facilitate aircraft movements associated with 
back-taxiing for takeoff and after landing. Based on the level of air traffic usage, no parallel taxiway is proposed. 

The reconfiguration of Taxiway A4/A1 to conventional 90-degee connection presented in Airside 1 is maintained. 
The two runway reserves include parallel taxiway extensions based on standard ARC-B-II runway separations. 
The separation for these taxiways may also be increased to up to 400 feet, if designed to accommodate ARC C-III 
aircraft (MD-87).

DRAFT
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The existing taxiway connection from Runway 16/34 to the alternate grass landing area located opposite of 
Taxiway A2 is relocated to eliminate the “high energy crossing” in the middle one-third of Runway 16/34. One 
relocation is proposed for the existing runway and the R2 length. 

Helicopter Operating Area (HOA)
The proposed HOA is located near midfield, west of Runway 16/34. The development has the same footprint and 
expansion area as Airside 1, with minor adjustments to the hangar development area and the access road. The 
helipad location exceeds the 700-foot separation required for all existing and future runways to accommodate 
simultaneous operations in VFR conditions. 

Two approach surfaces are assumed for the south and west ends of the helipad to avoid interactions with runway 
approach surfaces. Potential changes to existing airport traffic patterns will be reviewed, as needed. Helicopter 
traffic pattern altitudes are typically lower than the patterns for conventional aircraft (e.g., 500’ AGL vs. 1,000’ 
AGL). 

Airside 3
The FAA guidance on runway wind analysis contained in AC 150-5300-13A, Airport Design, Appendix 2 suggests 
an alternative to developing a crosswind runway to accommodate winds that exceed the coverage provided by 
the primary runway. See the highlighted section below.

A2-4. Coverage and orientation of runways. The most advantageous runway orientation based on wind 
is the one which provides the greatest wind coverage with the minimum crosswind components. Wind 
coverage is the percent of time crosswind components are below an acceptable velocity. The desirable 
wind coverage for an airport is 95 percent, based on the total numbers of weather observations during 
the record period, typically 10 consecutive years. The data collection should be undertaken with an 
understanding of the objective; i.e., to attain 95 percent utility of the runway and/or airport. At many 
airports, aircraft operations decline after dark, and it may be desirable to analyze the wind data on less 
than a 24-hour observation period. At airports where operations are predominantly seasonal, you should 
consider the wind data for the predominant-use period. At locations where provision of a crosswind 
runway is impractical due to severe terrain constraints you may need to consider increasing operational 
tolerance to crosswinds by upgrading the airport layout to the next higher RDC.

The concept of “impractical due to severe terrain constraints” described above does not apply to the site 
conditions at Madras Municipal Airport. However, the FAA has requested that this option be included in the 
evaluation of runway configurations to address wind coverage requirements. 

This design concept effectively increases the width of the primary runway based on the dimensions for the next 
higher runway design code (RDC). For Runway 16/34, the current width of 75 feet is standard for RDC B-II-5000. 
The next incremental RDC would be B-III-5000, which requires 100 feet of width. An increase to 150 feet of width 
corresponds to RDC C-III-5000, which is consistent with the MD-87 air tankers operated on the runway. 

The ARC C-III runway graphic presented in the Facility Requirements Addendum (page 4-37) illustrates the 
equivalent to the Airside 3 for Runway 16/34 width. Based on its current 5,089-foot length, increasing the width 
of Runway 16/34 from 75 feet to 100 feet would require approximately 30 percent less new runway pavement 
than constructing a 3,000 x 60-foot crosswind runway (127,225 square feet vs. 180,000 square feet). The reduced 
pavement area may provide savings in both initial construction and life cycle maintenance costs, assuming 
common pavement design features. However, several specific design elements for Runway 16/34 must also be 
considered in any direct comparison, including:

Pavement Strength: Runway 16/34 is strength rated at 75,000 pounds for aircraft with a single wheel (SW) landing 
gear configuration; the crosswind runway would be constructed at 12,500 pounds SW. For reference, Runway 
16/34 has a 4-inch asphalt surface course over 13.5-inch aggregate base/subbase. Runway 4/22 has a 2-inch 
asphalt surface course over 8-inch aggregate base. While it is possible to construct the outer edges of a runway 
with a thinner section and lower strength, a 12,500 pound section would not be recommended. Depending on 
the section design, the surface area calculation savings for the additional runway width could be significantly 
reduced, or eliminated entirely. It is also noted that widening Runway 16/34 would require an extended period of 
closure during construction. 
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Drainage: Existing drainage for the runway is designed for the current 75-foot width. Increasing runway width will 
require drainage redesign/modification.

Runway Lighting: Existing MIRLs and threshold lights for the runway are designed for the current 75-foot width. 
Increasing runway width will require relocation of the existing lighting. No lighting is proposed for the crosswind 
runway.

Runway and Taxiway Gradients: Widening Runway 16/34 will affect the existing intercepts between the 
transverse runway gradient and longitudinal taxiway gradients for all existing exit taxiways. Increasing runway 
width will require redesign/modification to Taxiways A1-A4. The proposed crosswind runway options have a single 
taxiway connection.

Summary
Pilots familiar with local crosswind conditions indicate that a 25- or 75-foot increase in runway width would 
improve operational safety for larger aircraft operating on Runway 16/34, but would not provide sufficient 
crosswind capabilities for small aircraft, particularly tail wheel equipped aircraft. 

DRAFT
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LANDSIDE DEVELOPMENT ALTERNATIVES
OVERVIEW 
The landside planning evaluations are intended to identify options for meeting the net twenty-year demand forecast 
for based aircraft and projected transient aircraft parking demand, plus development reserves equal to roughly 100 
percent of the forecast demand. 

The new landside facility needs include aircraft hangars and aircraft parking for larger fixed wing aircraft and 
helicopters. The 18 existing small airplane tiedowns exceeds long-term forecast parking demand for locally-based 
and transient aircraft and may be modified or reduced in some options to accommodate other aircraft needs. 

The FAA recommends that airport master plans be initially developed in an “unconstrained” manner, rather than 
establishing pre-defined limits that drive the planning process. The evaluation of development alternatives for 
the Airport is unconstrained, consistent with FAA guidance, forecast demand, and defined facility requirements. 
Development reserves have also been identified to address potential demand for airside or landside improvements 
beyond forecast demand. 

Preliminary development alternatives are presented for the Airport’s east landside areas:

• Terminal Area (Figures 5-3, 5-4, and 5-5) focuses on the GA terminal building and the adjacent fuel storage area;
• Central Landside Area (Figure 5-6, 5-7) focuses on the central hangar area;
• South Landside Area (Figure 5-8) focuses on the south apron and hangar area; and
• North Landside Area (Figure 5-9) focuses on the north hangar area.

Future landside needs (aircraft parking and hangars) for the proposed helicopter operations area (HOA) are depicted 
in Airside Alternatives 1 and 2 (Figures 5-1 and 5-2).

TERMINAL AREA CONCEPTS
The primary focus of the terminal area concepts is to consider expansion options for the general aviation terminal 
building, which also accommodates fixed base operator (FBO) operations. Based on input from city staff, a 2,000-
3,000 square foot building expansion should be planned based on current and projected needs. The Terminal Area 
options provide general footprints for expansion and proposed changes to vehicle parking and access. The building 
currently has 28 paved parking spaces, including 2 ADA spaces with sidewalks.

The conceptual layouts are intended to provide a broad indication of expansion potential within the site. An 
architectural evaluation will be required to identify any expansion limitations associated with the existing structure, 
and to define space allocations and configuration within the building.

Improvements to the existing aviation fuel storage area, located immediately north of the terminal building, are also 
incorporated into the terminal area options. Local fire codes dictate minimum setbacks required for fuel storage and 
structures and other features. 

Terminal Area - Option 1 
Terminal Area – Option 1 (Figure 5-3) locates the expanded building footprint at the south end of the terminal 
building. The expansion footprint (approximately 3,750 square feet) is larger than may be required, but demonstrates 
the limits of expansion that can be contained entirely within the existing vehicle parking area at the south end of the 
building. 

The reconfigured vehicle parking area is extended along the east side of the building and on the north side of the 
building. A total of 35 paved vehicle parking stalls, including 2 ADA spaces are provided in this option. The two 
existing curb cuts on NW Berg Drive are maintained for the reconfigured vehicle parking area, and a third access 
point is added at the north end. An electronic vehicle gate to access the apron is proposed in the north section of 
the vehicle parking area. Sidewalk improvements are proposed for the expanded building. Relocation of existing 
electrical vaults is required to accommodate the expanded vehicle parking area on the north side of the terminal. 
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A sidewalk extension and crosswalk are proposed to connect the terminal building to the memorial located on the 
corner of NW Cherry Lane and NW Berg Drive. A reserve for 15 additional vehicle parking spaces is proposed on 
the south side of the memorial parking lot to serve the expanded terminal. 

The proposed improvement to the aviation fuel storage area are intended to improve operational capabilities 
and security for the facilities. Space is identified to locate a third fuel storage tank. The Airport is considering 
increasing its storage capacity for jet fuel in response to high demand during fire season. The tank reserve is 
sized to accommodate a 12,000 gallon aboveground tank, although one or more, smaller tanks could also be 
accommodated. Designated parking for mobile fuel trucks is identified with two new access gates to facilitate 
movement to/from the apron. It is recommended that this area be defined as the fuel storage area and closed to 
public access (fenced and gated). Existing large truck access from NW Berg Drive is maintained for fuel deliveries. 
Additional tenant or employee parking may be accommodated in the area if all required fueling activities are 
maintained.

Terminal Area - Option 2 
Terminal Area – Option 2 (Figure 5-4) locates the expanded building footprint at the east and north ends of the 
terminal building. The depicted footprint is approximately 3,150 square feet.

The reconfigured vehicle parking area in this option provides 28 vehicle spaces, including 2 ADA spaces. A 
travel lane connects the parking areas on the north and south ends of the building; 4 parallel parking spaces 
are provided on the east side of the building. The additional vehicle parking proposed south of the memorial 
in Option 1 would be used to meet parking demand since there is no increase in the parking capacity directly 
adjacent to the expanded building.

The two existing curb cuts are maintained on NW Berg Drive for the reconfigured vehicle parking area, and a third 
access point is added at the north end. An electronic vehicle gate to access the apron is proposed in the north 
section of the vehicle parking area.

The relocation of existing electrical vaults proposed in Option 1 is maintained in Option 2.

The NW Berg Drive sidewalk and crosswalk improvements proposed in Option 1 are maintained in Option 2.

The proposed improvement to the aviation fuel storage area presented in Option 1 is maintained in Option 2.

Terminal Area - Option 3 
Terminal Area – Option 3 (Figure 5-5) locates the expanded building footprint at the east end of the terminal 
building. The depicted footprint is approximately 2,600 square feet.

The existing vehicle parking area (20 spaces) on the south end of the building is maintained, and the smaller 
lot (8 spaces) on the east side of the building is eliminated (space repurposed with building and landscaping). A 
new vehicle parking area (20 spaces) is located on the north end of the building. This option provides 40 vehicle 
spaces, including 4 ADA spaces. The additional vehicle parking proposed south of the memorial in Option 1 would 
provide overflow parking capacity for the terminal.

The existing south curb cut on NW Berg Drive is maintained for the reconfigured vehicle parking area, and a new 
access point is added for the north parking area. An electronic vehicle gate to access the apron is proposed in the 
north vehicle parking area. 

The relocation of existing electrical vaults proposed in Option 1 is maintained in Option 3.

The NW Berg Drive sidewalk and crosswalk improvements proposed in Option 1 are maintained in Option 3.

The proposed improvement to the aviation fuel storage area presented in Option 1 is maintained in Option 3.
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TABLE 5-2: TERMINAL AREA OPTIONS FEATURES

Development Features Option 1 Option 2 Option 3

Terminal Building Addition 
(Approximate Square Footage) 3,750 3,150 2,600

Vehicle Parking Spaces 35 28 40
Secondary Vehicle Parking Spaces 15 15 15
Aboveground Fuel Tanks 3 3 3
Large Fuel Truck Parking Spaces 3 Same Same
Small Fuel Truck/Service 
Equipment Parking Spaces 1-3 Same Same
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TABLE 5-3: ALTERNATIVE 1A FEATURES

Development Features Alternative 1A – Phase I Alternative 1A - Phase II

Hangar Taxilanes ADG I taxilanes with standard TOFA 
clearances, except for eastern hangar row 
New taxilane connection from main 
aircraft parking apron to hangar area

ADG I taxilanes with standard TOFA 
clearances
Eastern Phase I taxilane eliminated with 
hangar redevelopment

New Conventional Hangar Sites 1 10
T-Hangar/Multi-Unit Hangar Sites
(net change)

3 (24 units)

+10 reconfigured (ADG I) hangars sites to
meet FAA TOFA standards
-15 existing hangar units (@ end of useful
life, which may extend beyond 20-year 
planning period)
(Net reduction of 5 hangar units)
Replacement hangars will provide more 
floor area per unit

Hangar Capacity: 
New Hangar Units / Forecast Net 
Non-Erickson Demand (20 years)

24/10 (240%) -

Hangar Capacity: 
New Hangar Units / Forecast Net 
Demand + 100% Development 
Reserve (20 years)

24/20 (120%) -

Aircraft Parking Development 
Reserves Yes Yes

Hangar Development Reserves Yes Yes
Aircraft Wash Pad Maintain Existing Wash Pad Maintain Existing Wash Pad
1. Assumes one aircraft stored per conventional hangar

Landside Alternative 1A – Central Landside Area (ADG I)
Landside Alternative 1A (Figure 5-6) proposes redevelopment of ADG I taxilanes (25 feet wide) to serve existing 
and future hangars. Phase 1 provides reconfigured ADG I taxilanes to serve all existing hangars. The taxilanes 
serving three existing multi-unit hangars (15 units) on the east side of the development do not have standard 
ADG I taxilane object free area (TOFA) clearances. The use of an alternate clearing standard based on maximum 
aircraft wingspans that can be accommodated in the hangar units is recommended until the buildings reach the 
end of their useful lives and are removed. The FAA would typically consider issuing a “modification-to-standards” 
for existing structures that does not remain in effect for future hangar replacements. All new hangars would be 
required to comply with the applicable development setbacks.

Phase I includes spaces to accommodate 3 multi-unit hangars and 1 small conventional hangar in the areas 
adjacent to Taxiway A. The western hangar row is very narrow, which limits construction. As presented, one 5-unit 
rectangular hangar (east facing doors) and one standard 8-unit T-hangar are proposed for the western hangar 
row. The vacant portion of the center hangar row is configured with one nested 8-unit T-hangar and one small 
conventional hangar.

Phase II provides long term hangar sites that can be developed when the existing east row hangars are removed 
at the end of their useful lives. The limited depth of development area in the eastern-most hangar row will 
not accommodate future hangars with two-sided access, such as T-hangars without an FAA “modification-to-
standards” for TOFA clearance. It is assumed that FAA will not support replacement hangars in the east row that 
penetrate the adjacent TOFAs. The eastern-most Phase 1 hangar taxilane is removed to accommodate the new 
east hangar row and vehicle parking. Options for reducing the amount of “throw-away” new taxilane pavement 
should be considered as part of phased implementation of the east hangar row development. In the event that 
the three multi-unit hangars are ready to be replaced when the taxilane reconstruction is scheduled, the Phase 
II configuration could be incorporated into Phase I, which would eliminate waste. Table 5-3 summarizes the key 
features of Landside Alternative 1A. 
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TABLE 5-4: ALTERNATIVE 1B FEATURES

Development Features Alternative 1B – Phase I Alternative 1B - Phase II

Hangar Taxilanes ADG I taxilanes with standard TOFA 
clearances, except for eastern hangar row 
New taxilane connection from main 
aircraft parking apron to hangar area

ADG II access and hangar taxilanes added 
to access redeveloped east hangar row 

New Conventional Hangar Sites1 1 10
T-Hangar/Multi-Unit Hangar Sites
(net change)

3 (24 units) +10 reconfigured (ADG I) hangars sites to
meet FAA TOFA standards
-15 existing hangar units (@ end of useful
life, which may extend beyond 20-year
planning period)
(Net reduction of 5 hangar units)
Replacement hangars will provide more 
floor area per unit

Hangar Capacity: 
New Hangar Units / Forecast Net 
Non-Erickson Demand (20 years)

24/10 (240%) -

Hangar Capacity: 
New Hangar Units / Forecast Net 
Demand + 100% Development 
Reserve (20 years)

24/20 (120%) -

Aircraft Parking Development 
Reserves

Yes Yes

Hangar Development Reserves Yes Yes
Aircraft Wash Pad Maintain Existing Wash Pad Maintain Existing Wash Pad
Public Roads Impacts None None
Vehicle Parking Off street parking 
Site Development Issues Utility extensions to new hangar sites 
1. Assumes one aircraft stored per conventional hangar

Landside Alternative 1B – Central Landside Area (ADG II)
Landside Alternative 1B (Figure 5-7) modifies the hangar layout in Landside Alternative 1A, with the addition 
of an ADG II taxilane (35 feet wide) serving the eastern hangar row as part of the Phase II redevelopment. The 
main access taxilane connection to Taxiway A for the area is shifted south to accommodate the increased ADG 
II setbacks from an existing hangar. The other elements in Landside Alternative 1A are maintained. Table 5-4
summarizes the key features of Landside Alternative 1B. 
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TABLE 5-5: ALTERNATIVE 2 FEATURES

Development Features Alternative 2

Hangar Taxilanes ADG I taxilanes with standard TOFA clearances, except for 
eastern hangar row

New Conventional Hangar Sites 1 
T-Hangar/Multi-Unit Hangar Sites (net change) 3 (24 units)
Hangar Capacity: 
New Hangar Units / Forecast Net Non-Erickson Demand 
(20 years)

24/10 (240%)

Hangar Capacity: 
New Hangar Units / Forecast Net Demand + 100% 
Development Reserve (20 years)

24/20 (120%)

Hangar Development Reserves Yes

Non Aeronautical Development Reserves Yes
Public Roads Impacts Improvements to Demers Drive recommended
Vehicle Parking Off street parking 
Site Development Issues Utility extensions to new development areas

Landside Alternative 2 – South Landside Area
Landside Alternative 2 (Figure 5-8) proposes development of new ADG I and II conventional hangars, south of 
the south Quonset hangar. This area has historically accommodate aerial applicator operations, and currently 
accommodates one operator. A former aerial applicator operations area is fenced off and currently supports a 
non-aeronautical use. 

The proposed hangar layout connects new hangar taxilanes to Taxiway A (ADG II) and the small airplane tiedown 
apron (ADG I). Four east-west stub taxilanes accommodate a variety of conventional hangar sizes. The existing 
taxilane serving the active aerial applicator apron and hangar is widened and connected to the new hangar 
taxilanes. As depicted, 22 conventional hangar sites are located adjacent to the new taxilanes. A new vehicle 
parking area is proposed north of the existing aerial applicator.

Additional aeronautical development reserve and non-aeronautical development reserves are proposed south 
of the hangar development area. An upgrade to NW Demers Drive (between NW Cherry and NW Glass Drive) is 
proposed to provide access to the south landside area and to improve north-south connectivity on the Airport. 

Table 5-5 summarizes the key features of Landside Alternative 2. 
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TABLE 5-6: ALTERNATIVE 3 FEATURES

Development Features Alternative 3

New Conventional Hangar Sites 3 Large Commercial Hangars + Development Reserves (6-8 
additional sites)

Taxiways Proposed hangars and aircraft parking compatible with 
existing taxiways
Aircraft hold area adjacent to Taxiway A4 to be relocated to 
accommodate additional aircraft parking

Taxilanes Taxilane for hangar and aircraft parking access
Vehicle Parking Off street parking 

Site Development Issues Grading and drainage (new development area)
Utility extensions to new development areas

Public Roads Impacts Proposed NW Berg Drive extension to serve entire east side 
of Airport will provide access to the hangar sites

Hangar Development Reserves Yes
Non Aeronautical Development Reserves Yes

Landside Alternative 3 – North Landside Area
Landside Alternative 3 (Figure 5-9) proposes development of large commercial hangars north of the Erickson 
Collection Museum hangar. Hangars sites and long term development reserves are identified along the west side 
of the proposed extension of NW Berg Drive. Non-aeronautical development is proposed on the east side of the 
road, which is consistent with the recommended use for the area depicted on the 2010 ALP.

Table 5-6 summarizes the key features of Landside Alternative 3. 
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Summary of Landside Alternatives

TABLE 5-7: LANDSIDE ALTERNATIVES FEATURES

Alternative 1A 1B 2 3

New Conventional Storage 
Hangar Sites

1 - Phase 1
10 – Phase 2

1 - Phase 1
10 – Phase 2

22 + Development 
Reserve (≈TBD)

3 + Development 
Reserve (≈10)

T-Hangar/multi-unit hangar spaces 24 24 Optional No
New Taxilanes Required Yes Yes Yes Yes
Aircraft or Small Helicopter Parking Reserve Reserve Reserve No
Hangar Development Reserve Yes Yes Yes Yes
Aircraft Sizes Accommodated ADG I ADG I/II ADG I/II ADG III/IV
Non Aeronautical Development 
Reserves No No Yes Yes
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